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PHPNuke v7.2 has just been released and I have an orignal copy :). Get it in the Download
section. This download, unlike most others here, does require registration to keep those pesky
harvestors away. Read on for a brief review of changes.March 2004: Version 7.2
=======================
- Updated Forums, Private Messages and Members List modules from version .0.6 to version
.0.7 (Thanks to ChatServ from http://www.nukeresources.com)
- Fixed all FAQ tables queries. Changed queries from faqCategories to faqcategories due to
problems in some systems (Thanks to CenturyPerf)
- Fixed all FAQ tables queries. Changed queries from faqAnswer to faqanswer due to problems
in some systems (Thanks to CenturyPerf)
- Private Messages texts lenght reduced to fit many 800 pixels themes
- Fixed admin only subscription's text position in Your Account module
- Fixed a security hole in Search module (Thanks to ChatServ from
http://www.nukeresources.com)
- Removed comments options configuration in the comments navbar from News and Survey
modules
- Increased the session lenght from 1800 to 3600 seconds
- Added Your Account hack to change the avatars
- All PHP-Nuke's code is now 100% operative with the new SQL abstraction layer
- More descriptive error messages added
- Removed Amazon's block and Amazon's products images (the block is still available in the
PHP-Nuke's Club)
- Removed WebMail module due to many security bugs (the module is still available in the PHP-
Nuke's Club)
- Removed Addon_Sample, now it's useless
- Removed Printer Friendly Page and Send to a Friend links from News and Categories index
- By several requests removed the PHP-Nuke version number from Statistics module and from
Meta Tags
- Included the Disallow rule for Mediapartners-Google in robots.txt to be used with Google
AdSense
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